
contract to the former offender who worked illegally was a crime, and I was imprisoned in 

the Tokyo detention center (Nagano ) As a defendant of aid for invasion of Immigration Act

(illegal employment due to activities outside the status of qualification), and at the end of 

October of the same year, the court began a trial by reading illegal content false indictment

in the trial, and freedom of decision making Squeezed, I (Nagano) had no duty, I tried 

illegally arresting and holding a trial.

And the counsel also requests a bail request monthly, but I (Nagano) makes an opinion that

does not approve bail for the judge every time, issues a notice of dismissal of illegal bail, I 

pressured freedom, I (Nagano) had no duty, I carried out a trial by making an illegal arrest 

and detention. Therefore, the act of I (Nagano) falls under criminal law 172 false charges.

"What crime does not come to mind and is not doing criminal acts"

In response to "illegal employment" in Japan,

Illegal foreign workers were criminalized under Article 70, "illegal employment crimes" and 

"

By criminalizing both companies equitably with Article 2 of the Immigration Act 73, "illegal 

employment promotion crime", businesses who illegally worked,

We are legislating not to violate "the equality under the law" of the Constitution of Japan 

and "international law" (International Covenant on Citizenship and Political Rights) which 

prohibits the disposal of foreigners arbitrarily.

However, in reality, we do not dispose of (illegal workers) in "illegal employment promotion

crime", but criminalize (illegal workers only) for criminal discrimination against illegal 

employment crimes and make it expelled from abroad.

This is contrary to international law which prohibits foreign discrimination arbitrarily. It is 

contrary to equality under the law of the Constitution of Japan.

If you do not dispose of businesses with "illegal employment promotion crime" that illegally 

worked,

Foreign nationals who have been illegally worked are also disciplined without innocence 

(lawless logic).

If so, of course, there is no one to help anyone to work illegally.
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